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CU locks up Coach of the Year with MacIntyre contract extension

Five questions for Scott Adler

Scott Adler’s political awareness began at a young age. His parents weren’t politicians, but they were politically aware, which “seeped into his childhood,” Adler said.

In college, he became more politically involved, working for various political causes and a congressman. After college, he spent time in Washington, working on political issues – specifically arms control issues – but discovered he was more interested in the details of the legislative process than in becoming a politician or policy expert.

After graduate school and earning a Ph.D., his research focused on Congress and he has continued to study the legislative branch of the U.S. government. Immediately following graduate school, he took a job at the University of Colorado Boulder.

“It was a great job, at a great school, in such an attractive place,” he said. “I couldn’t really pass it up.”

This is his 21st year at the university, where he is a professor of political science.

Earlier this year, he created the American Politics Research Lab, a collaborative teaching and research model. The lab developed the Colorado Political Climate Study, which included an October survey of more than 1,000 Colorado residents focused on the November election and the host of amendments on the state ballot.


He is co-principal investigator of the Congressional Bills Project, which has compiled and coded data on all bills introduced in Congress since World War II. In 2006-07, he was a visiting professor at the Center for the Study of American Politics and Department of Political Science at Yale University. His most recent research project on congressional reauthorizations is funded by the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation.

Away from CU, Adler spends time hiking and snowboarding with his family. They also love to travel, both in the states and overseas, where his passion for politics continues in a surprising way.

1. What inspired you to create the American Politics Research Lab and what do you hope to
achieve through work there?

I had seen other labs on campus in the natural sciences and I really liked what I found there. For years, I had thought of the process of both doing research and teaching as something I like to do, especially when collaborating with students and other faculty members. I've often had many large projects where students - both graduate and undergraduate - were involved.

Our setup in the old Ketchum building allowed grad students to have desks near the faculty offices, which was something I really loved. And so I wanted to re-create that to some degree with more specific projects where we have graduate and undergraduate students together in a collaborative space. We meet with some frequency to talk about the ongoing projects, and although the students are working on different projects of their own, they also are integrated through the bigger theme of American politics.

What I really like is that a group of people comes together to hammer out an issue or talk about problems they are having with their research, and they are able to solve a problem together. That's the essence of the lab.

Some of the students connected to the lab are doing survey research, for instance, while some are studying institutions and some are doing research on local governments. Right now another faculty member, Professor Anand Sokhey, is involved with the lab, and we’re hoping that in the future, there’ll be more faculty involved. We also have begun collaborations with faculty members in other disciplines. Professor Jordan Boyd-Graber in the Department of Computer Science has been working with me on a project studying the United States Congress and the reauthorization process and how it influences legislative agendas.

The survey we conducted before (the 2016) election is one specific part of the lab. Our hope is that it will be an ongoing effort of integrating what we are teaching with the research. We are hoping to conduct the survey annually. The goal is to keep track of opinion in the state, from what voters are thinking with regard to issues that are both coming up in the immediate future and those that are on the long-term agenda. Some of those issues are fracking, growth, education, the environment and housing, for which we want to track trends over time. We’ll also want to see what voters think of our lawmakers, both locally and nationally, and in presidential election years, we’ll be able to provide some insight into how voters will cast their ballots. Of course we’ll also look at ballot measures and try to ask questions that will hint at what is likely to happen in the coming election.

The teaching part of this is that we were able to integrate questions in the October survey that were developed by political science students. We have a large introduction to quantitative methods class that wrote a few of the questions. As well, we had undergraduate honors thesis students who wrote questions and grad students also included questions related to their dissertation and coursework on the survey.

We’re working right now to create an advanced undergrad course on survey research methods that would be for students who already have taken a statistical methods course. The course would allow students to participate in creation and execution of the annual survey. They will learn about question wording, sampling techniques and will be involved in interactions with the survey research firm. After each survey, we’ll draft a report that will serve as an ongoing tabulation or indication of what the state of politics is in Colorado.

2. Many polls conducted during the run-up to November’s presidential election were not accurate. What happened?

There is no question that this election cycle will be taught for years to come and we’ll be asking what
the hell happened in 2016. I think we are only at the early stages of understanding the outcome and there was likely a confluence of different things that resulted in the severe inaccuracies. I have to say that our inability to predict the outcome of this election is something that people won’t soon forget. Did an inordinate number of people feel reluctant to reveal their true preferences? Did some people who thought they would vote choose not to? Were there others who thought they wouldn’t vote but actually showed up? Some people may have changed their minds at the last minute. We’ve just started to unpack this. No doubt there will be plenty of discussion about it in any survey research course as well as classes on public opinion or political psychology in the coming years. It’s an important moment for the study of elections and polling.

Having said that, the lab survey, while somewhat off in terms of its margins, did predict every race and state ballot measure correctly. To some degree, it probably had something to do with the fact that Colorado was more true to form than other states this election cycle. I was pleased to see that we did a good job.

3. You mentioned that one of your own research interests is Congress and the reauthorization process. First, what do you hope to understand from this research, and second, do you think Congress, in the current session, will operate any differently from what we’ve seen in the past decade or so?

What we’re trying to do with the reauthorization project is to understand where it is that Congress is able to fulfill its lawmaking obligations in renewing and updating programs that it sets for itself to review on a periodic basis. These are things like the farm bill or the higher education act. There are many, many programs on these expiring authorizations and they basically set the agenda for Congress, which must revisit the programs every five or six or seven years.

We’re looking across the entire spectrum of those expiring authorizations to see where Congress is accomplishing or failing with regard to these reauthorization goals. Perhaps we can learn a little bit about how Congress can better perform the function of governing and ensure that these programs are meeting the needs of constituents.

Are we going to see a radical departure in congressional action over the next four years? We certainly will see a presidency like we’ve never seen. Presidents in the modern era play an enormous role in defining the political agenda and that unquestionably will affect what Congress has on its plate.

We also know there are many aspects of the political process in terms of policy making and in terms of elections that no president will be able to alter. And so, in some ways, we are going to see Congress behaving similarly to the way it has behaved in the recent past. With so many programs and agencies requiring reauthorization each cycle, this is an aspect of the legislative agenda that is simply unavoidable no matter who is in the White House. I think it will be a bit different from what we’ve experienced, too. There will be a roll-back of some accomplishments of the Obama administration. I think it’s fairly likely that many of the environmental changes that the Obama administration put into place will change, and I would be very surprised if two years from now we are talking about the existence of anything in Obamacare.

There also are going to be things that the new administration won’t be able to accomplish because it will have to interact and get the cooperation of a legislative branch. Members of Congress still have their own re-election pressures, and are likely to have some divergent preferences from the administration no matter their party.

4. Do our senators and representatives still represent “all the people” or does party ideology play a bigger role in drafting legislation?

I certainly think that lawmakers represent their districts. On the whole, elected officials are fairly astute students of the politics of their constituencies. They may not regularly poll residents of their district but
they do have an ear to the ground and they have a sense of what voters are thinking, even in the places where voters can be somewhat divided on the issues of the day.

Having said that, parties do play a bigger role now than they did 30 or 40 years ago in terms of defining a political agenda, and in some instances, influencing the behavior, the votes and priorities of members of the parties. In other instances, what is happening is that lawmakers have differing views on what government should do. There’s often a fair amount of homogeneity within the parties and you see strong party-line voting. Much of that is driven by the pure ideology of the lawmakers.

I would say that voters are being represented, and of course, if they don't like what lawmakers are doing, they have the option of voting them out. They can find other candidates.

5. Does your interest in politics extend beyond America’s borders during your world travels?

I have a collection of what I call “mugs of the world’s legislatures.” Whenever I go anywhere or when any of my friends or students go places, I ask them to, if they can, stop by the parliament or council or governing body and pick up a commemorative mug. I have mugs – about 40 of them -- from all over the world. I just added a mug from my visit to Cuba and hope to get another during my upcoming trip to Spain.

New year, new Board of Regents

The CU Board of Regents on Friday officially welcomed its newest members, Heidi Ganahl and Jack Kroll, and returning Regent Sue Sharkey, all of whom took their oaths of office during a ceremony at 1800 Grant St. in Denver.

The three, who were elected to six-year terms in November, were joined by family, friends, current and past members of the board, CU President Bruce and Marcy Benson and many other members of the CU community.

Nancy E. Rice, chief justice of the Colorado Supreme Court, presided over the swearing-in ceremony, which was delayed a day and moved from CU Boulder because of last week’s snowstorm.

Ganahl, R-Superior, holds an at-large seat. She is best known as the entrepreneur who founded and later sold the pet-care franchise Camp Bow Wow. The CU Boulder alumna also leads a nonprofit, Moms Fight Back, which links Colorado women fighting problems confronting youth, including teen sexual assault, school safety, family court reform and the impact of marijuana.

“It’s been quite an experience over the past year,” Ganahl said. “I’ve made wonderful friends. ... I’ve fallen even more in love with the University of Colorado and everything it does for our children, for our communities and for everyone across the state.

“I will do everything I can to make you proud. Go CU!”

Kroll, D-Denver, represents the 1st Congressional District. A CU Denver alumnus, he works on staff at CU Boulder as an admissions officer. Kroll previously interacted with the board directly while in his role as chair of the Intercampus Student Forum.

“I am keenly aware that many wiser regents have come before me,” Kroll said. “I plan to learn from all my fellow regents. As regents, we are governors of our state’s most valuable asset. ... We are obliged to work our hardest to sustain and improve this university for the benefit of current and future generations.”
Sharkey, R-Castle Rock, was first elected in 2010 to represent the 4th Congressional District. She has long been involved in leadership and business in the state and is a proud CU parent. She is the mother of three adult children, two of whom graduated from CU Boulder. Her husband, David, also is an alumnus and past president of the CU Boulder Parents Association; she thanked him for first introducing her to CU.

“I came to love (CU) as well,” she said. “I wish I would have had that privilege (of attending), but I did not. I hope I can ... make sure that first-generation college students have access to CU and higher education. If I, as a regent, can affect that, I'll feel I have accomplished something.”

President Benson gave kudos to the newly elected board members and the regents they’ll be joining. The nine-member board’s mid-winter retreat is Jan. 19 at CU South Denver.

“I think this will go down as one of the better boards we've had at this university,” Benson said. “I really look forward to working with this new board.”

Also attending Friday’s ceremony: Board Chair Irene Griego; Regents John Carson and Stephen Ludwig; Regents Emeriti Steve Bosley, Michael Carrigan and Norwood Robb; CU Denver Chancellor Dorothy Horrell and CU Anschutz Medical Campus Chancellor Don Elliman.

Lawmakers begin work for 2017

Proposed changes to laws affecting higher education employment contracts and tuition classification for Olympic athletes are the first measures being supported by the University of Colorado as the state’s annual legislative session gets underway.

The Colorado General Assembly on Wednesday convened at the Capitol for the start of its 120-day session.

“Our Government Relations team is excited to work with the 30 new legislators as well as the 35 we’ve already formed key relationships with for CU, and Gov. Hickenlooper and Lt. Gov. Lynne,” said Tanya Kelly-Bowry, vice president of government relations. “This session’s big issues will involve funding, transportation priorities and federal changes that will need to be legislated down through the state level. We expect a very busy 2017 session.”

As far as specifics, an early CU-initiated bill addresses higher education employment contract terms. Current law limits the number of term employment contacts to six per campus and system; contract lengths also are limited. Sponsored by Sen. Kevin Priola, R-Brighton, this bill would enable more flexibility by exempting contracts for positions funded by revenue from auxiliary activities, such as athletics. At CU, the Board of Regents still would need to approve all contracts.

Other CU-led bills are possible as the legislative session continues.

Meanwhile, CU’s Government Relations team is working with Todd Saliman, vice president for budget and finance, on funding appropriations issues as well. Saliman and Kelly-Bowry will continue to advocate for the university as Gov. Hickenlooper’s budget request is considered, and say they are encouraged and grateful that the proposal includes a $20.5 million increase for higher education.

Of that increase, of which $3.8 million is for financial aid, CU’s four campuses would receive an estimated $7.8 million, an increase of 4 percent over last year’s state funding. The statewide average increase for public higher education institutions would be about 2.5 percent.
The request stipulates $20 million for Level 1 controlled maintenance projects on state college and university campuses, but no state funding for new higher education construction projects.

**Capitol to host CU Advocacy Day Jan. 31**


Presented by the CU Office of Government Relations and the CU Advocates program in the Office of the President, the event brings together members of the CU community with state lawmakers, who began their legislative session on Wednesday.

CU Advocates, guests and supporters are invited to learn about higher education funding and the university’s latest educational, research, public service and economic contributions – information that may be shared to help influence opinions about CU and higher education. The program will be followed by a special legislative reception providing an opportunity to speak with elected officials.

The Jan. 31 agenda:

3-5 p.m. in the Old Supreme Court Chambers
CU President Bruce Benson Gov. Hickenlooper and Lt. Gov. Lynne CU myth busters Outlook for CU and higher education funding Legislative preview for CU CU For Colorado: Information on campus outreach programs serving the state, including CU Denver’s Colorado Center for Community Development and the rural track at the CU School of Medicine at the Anschutz Medical Campus Visit with elected officials
5-7 p.m. at the Benson Mineral Group office (walking distance from the Capitol)
Legislative reception hosted by President Bruce and Marcy Benson
Both events are complimentary, but registration is required. [Click here](#) to register.

**Boettcher Investigator application deadline nears**

Feb. 10 is the deadline for initial application materials for this year’s Boettcher Foundation Webb-Waring Biomedical Research Awards.

Applications for the 2017 Boettcher Foundation Webb-Waring Biomedical Research Awards program must be submitted to your campus Grants office by the deadlines included in the following campus-specific instructions:

- University of Colorado Boulder
- University of Colorado Colorado Springs
- University of Colorado Denver | Anschutz Medical Campus

The Boettcher Foundation established the Webb-Waring Biomedical Research Awards program, which will provide five grants of $235,000 each covering up to three years of research activity with the intent to provide independent research opportunities to promising and talented early career investigators. Awardees will carry the title of “Boettcher Investigator” in acknowledgement of the prestigious award.
Eligible faculty researchers from all four CU campuses are encouraged to apply.

For purposes of this program, an eligible early career investigator (ECI):
Is within four years of appointment to his/her career-track academic position (i.e., whose career-track appointments began no earlier than Jan. 1, 2012); Has not previously received a major independent research award; Has received a terminal degree or completed his/her medical residency within the 10 years preceding the application (i.e., on or after Jan. 1, 2006); and Is either a U.S. Citizen or a Permanent Resident.

Since the first awards were granted in July 2010, the Boettcher Foundation has awarded CU’s 28 current Boettcher Investigators more than $6.4 million.

For more details, go to: http://www.cu.edu/bfww/eligibility

CU community to host Buffs United event affirming inclusive values

Physics prof’s home, like the man himself, is now an icon

CU Denver online programs recognized by U.S. News

College of Nursing program ranked in top 10 by U.S. News

CU spin-off brings science to the medicine of exercise

Lynda.com or SkillSoft: Which training tool should you use?

Chavez named to Hispanic Chamber of Commerce board

Nolbert Chavez, chief of external initiatives at CU Denver and associate vice president for community
engagement at CU system, recently was named to the Board of Directors of the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce of Metro Denver. The board voted unanimously on his appointment at its December meeting.

Chavez previously served on the board until 2011 and was instrumental in forming the Public Policy Committee.

The Hispanic Chamber of Commerce of Metro Denver is a membership-driven organization composed of small-business owners, corporate representatives, community leaders and association members representing various professions. With over 2,500 members, the Hispanic Chamber is the state’s largest minority chamber and one of the top four chambers of commerce in metro Denver.

Said Holly Velasquez, director of community relations at Xcel Energy and chair of the board, “Nolbert Chavez is a distinguished leader in our community and we welcome his expertise in higher education, business and government to the board.”

Wynne tapped to lead human resources

Department of Medicine 2016 Team Science Award recipients selected